YOU CAN SUPPORT PEOPLE WITH DEAFBLINDNESS
BY POSTING YOUR SMARTPHONE*, BATTERIES,
CHARGERS AND ACCESSORIES IN NOW FOR FREE!
Send me to:

NO STAMP REQUIRED IF
POSTED IN AUSTRALIA

MobileMuster
Reply Paid 83607
Level 8
71 Walker Street
NORTH SYDNEY NSW 2060

LITHIUM ION BATTERY

SENDERS PACKAGING AND DANGEROUS GOODS DECLARATION
I, the sender, declare that:

Sender’s Details:

1. I have kept the battery inside the mobile phone where possible

Sender’s signature:*

2. Any loose batteries have been wrapped in bubble wrap or similar and sealed
before putting in satchel so that each one is completely enclosed in inner
packaging and will not come into contact with other items in the satchel.

Name:*

3. There are no more than 2 batteries (either individually or secured within
handset) in this package.
4. All mobile phone accessories (charger etc.) have been separated from the
handset(s) or batteries and packed appropriately.
5. The package contains dangerous goods (Lithium battery) and that the articles
contained in the package have been packed in accordance with the current
Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail.
6. The package does not contain any other dangerous or prohibited goods
(apart from those specified above), eg explosives, flammables, corrosives,
aerosols, etc.
7. I have not included any damaged or leaking batteries.

Address:

Telephone:*
Suburb:
State:

Postcode:

AMTA ID:
*

Mandatory

Some remote locations in Australia can only be reached by air. If you are based in such a location, Australia Post cannot guarantee that your package will reach its destination as lithium
batteries are not accepted by air carriers in the mail. In such an instance, the package will be returned to sender.
Smartphones suitable for use include iPhone 4 and above, Samsung Galaxy S4 and above, LG Nexus 7 and above, Nokia Lumia 540 and above, No cracked screens please

*

MobileMuster, is the only not for profit government accredited mobile phone recycling program in Australia. All mobiles and accessories that cannot be used by Able Australia will be
recycled by MobileMuster to the highest environmental standards, none will be resold and any data left on the phone will be destroyed.

